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Abstract. The fracture of cracked metal structures remains the main concern of engineers 

and researchers in various fields (automotive, oil, naval and aeronautics, etc.). They are 

always looking for ways and tools to locate and determine where and when the break 

occurs. In the industrial field there are many instruments and devices for measuring and 

locating defects in metal structures. Prevention tools, however, remain the only way to 

understand or limit the source of the problem. The most efficient of these tools is the 

computer which helps to model the fracture phenomenon of cracked metal structures. In 

this work, we will study the problem of cracking in pipes using new interpolations 

functions called NURBS (rational non-uniform B-Splines). These functions are added to 

the formulation of the X-FEM method to study a 2D problem in the linear elastic domain. 

The geometry studied is a half-tube with a semi-elliptic crack. It should be kept in mind 

that the main purpose of this study is to calculate the KI factor with good precision, which  

will be used in determining the rate of rupture. 
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1   Introduction 

The stress intensity factor KI is a parameter of linear elastic mechanics of rupture. It is used 

in particular to determine the degree of damage of cracked structures. Several methods can be 

used to determine this factor, namely, analytical, semi-analytical and numerical (FEM and X-

FEM). Numerical methods remain the most used tools in this field because of thier efficiency 

in terms of convergence, computation time and the actual modeling of the problem. The 

convergence of numerical methods is based on computer tools such as the power of machine 

servers, solvers, and the reliability of the calculation software used as well as the choice of 

programming language. To apply these tools in the industrial environment, especially to study 

the fracture of cracked pipelines, we will  compute the KI factor numerically for a semi-elliptic 

crack in a half-tube (2D) by a new method named X-IGA implemented in the Abaqus / Standard 

software via the Subroutine UEL, based on the FORTRAN language [1]. El Fakkoussi et al. [1] 

already applied this implantation for a longitudinal crack plane in a half-tube (2D). It should be 

noted that the IGA and X-IGA approaches are only implemented in the Matlab software. So far, 

to our knowledge, this method has been partially implemented in the Abaqus / Standard software  
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only  on structures without cracks. This is why we propose to apply the new approach extended 

isogeometric analysis to the evaluation of the structure containing a crack and to present a 

special case to calculate the stress intensity factor (KI) using the approach extended 

isogeometric analysis for a pipeline containing an external semi-elliptic longitudinal plane 

crack. Finally, to prove the efficiency of the new strategy, we carried out a comparative study 

with analytical results witch exists in the literature and numerical extended finite element 

method (X-FEM). 

2   Theoretical Background. 

 In this section, we will introduce the context of the IGA isogeometric analysis as well as 

the analytical solution for 2D half-pipe. 

2.1   Isogeometric analysis (IGA) 

 

B-Spline function. The B-Spline functions are written in the form of Cox-de Boor recursion 

formula [2]: 
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The derivative of the B-Spline function is written as follows: 
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Non-Uniform Function Rational B-Spline (NURBS). These functions are a generalization of 

B-Spline functions based on rational functions: the NURBS functions are written as a fraction 

of two polynomials with real coefficients, in particular the B-Spline functions. These are 

identical to those used in CAD (computer-aided design). Indeed, these functions check the 

interpolation conditions [2].  It is important to point out that these functions were used in the 

isogeometric approach proposed in 2005 by Hughes [2]. 
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With: 

i,pN ( )  and j,qM ( )  are the basic functions B-Splines with p and q are the order of the 

interpolations function, n and m are the number of control points and are the weights 

corresponding to the control points  1 2 n p 1T , ,...,   
 

     and  1 2 n q 1 H , ,...,
 

     are 

knots vectors (nodes). 

 

Surface NURBS. To create B-Spline surfaces, it is necessary to build two-dimensional (2D) B-

Spline functions. To achieve this, it is sufficeint to use the tensor product which simply consists 

of multiplying the B-Spline functions into a single dimension (1D) in the two directions of 

space. The surface NURBS functions are represented by the following equation: 
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With: 

 
AP  Is the control points, 

p,q

AR ( , )   is the bivariate NURBS basic functions. 

3   IGA / X-FEM implementation in Abaqus/Standard software 

The present work will apply this strategy to the implementation of the isogeometric 

analysis  approach associated with the X-FEM method in the Abaqus / Standard software to 

study curved cracks in pipelines. Subsequently, the NURBS functions will be implemented in 

the Abaqus / Standard software via the User defined elements (UEL) subroutine which allows 

the finite element formulation in this software to be modified. Some other parameters of the X-

FEM method have been added in this code, such as the enrichment functions at the front and at 

the tip of the crack and the Heaviside function. the code UEL operation principle is detailed in 

figure 2. To make it easier to add additional information to the UEL (User defined elements), 

we have used the subroutine UEXTERNALDB (User-Defined External Databases). This will  

subsequently allow the addition of the necessary information on the crack and the NURBS 

function (figure1). These parameters are then used in the main program UEL (User defined 

elements). We find that El Fakkoussi et al. [1] have continued the work of Duval et al. [3] , 

whose goal is to couple the isogeometric analysis approach with the Extended Finite Element 

Method (X-FEM) to study plane cracking in pipelines. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.Input file NURBS 

 

 

 

Fig .2. Implementation methodology of X-IGA approach in Abaqus/Standard software [1]. 

 

The calculation of results such as stresses and deformations determined by the 

extended isogeometric analysis (X-IGA) approach is based on the Bézier composition 

technique, which has been detailed in the references [4]. The extraction of the results and the 

main variables of the fracture mechanics are determined using the Fortran algorithm. This will 

help us program equation (7) to calculate, in a later step, the KI Constraint Intensity Factor as 

shown in Equation (10). 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. FORTRAN algorithm for calculation the factor KI. 

 

4   Calculation of the Stress Intensity Factor (KI) for the curved crack 

The computation of the Stress Intensity Factor (KI) is based on the integral interaction 

method [5]. The mathematical formulation of this method for a two-dimensional problem is 

determined in the following way: 
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With: 

q   : Weight function   

q 1  : In the crack tip and q 0   in the contour around the crack 
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For mode I, we have  
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       The theoretical Stress Intensity Factor (KI) for mode I, in the case of a two-dimensional 

plate with a curved crack is written as follows [6]: 
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Fig. 4. Dimensionless KI of a crack that consists of a circular-arc part [6]. 

5 Numerical simulation 

Numerical simulation is an important phase in the mechanical study of cracked 

pipelines, notably with the new X-IGA approach implemented in abaqus / standard software. 

To achieve this, we have used a half-tube (2D) with curved crack characterized by an inner 

radius and outer radius Ri = 10 mm, Re = 20 mm and a crack length a = 5 mm was used. The 

major details of a tube containing a curved crack and its boundary conditions were introduced 

in figure 5. The model studied is a static elastic linear, where the objective was to extract the 

values of the Stress Intensity Factor (KI). The Non-Uniform Functions Rational B-Spline used 

in this study are of the cubic order (p=q=3). The number of elements used to mesh the two-

dimensional half-tube with curved crack are respectively 121 and 441 (figure 6).  The material 

used in this study is generally used in gas and oil transport pipelines. the mechanical 

characteristics are shown in  table 2 [7]: 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

Table 1 : Mechanical properties of the material [7]. 

Module d'Young E= 207000 [MPa] 

Poisson coefficient   =0.3 

Yield strength Re= 340 [MPa] 

Ultimate tensile strength Rm= 440 [MPa] 

Elongation at break A=35 % 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Annular tube with an axial crack and its boundary conditions. 

 

Fig. 6. Control point distribution for the X-IGA half-tube mesh with elliptic type crack. 

 



 

 

 

 

6 Results and discussion 

Numerical simulation was done in the Abaqus / Standard software to implement the 

new Extended Isogeometric Analysis (X-IGA) approach to study curved cracks. We did the 

post-processing of the results in the Abaqus / Standard software using a program written in 

Fortran language. This program calculates the stress intensity factor KI Equation (10) based on 

integral interaction method
 
the Equation (7).

 
We used three half-tubes,

 
two dimensional with 

three different cases of the mesh, a mesh of 121, 441 and 691 quadrilateral elements. Then, we 

compared the results arrived at with the analytical methods, the finite elements FEM and the 

method extended finite element method (X-FEM). The obtained results are shown in Table 2. 

These results show a very good agreement with the other numerical results of the FEM method 

and the X-FEM method which do not exceed an error margin of 1.47%. This means that the 

implementation of the new approach was successfull.  

 

 
Table 2 : Comparison of KI factors between the proposed method X-IGA and the analytical, FEM and 

X-FEM methods for the case of a crack with a = 5 mm. 

KI [MPa.mm0.5] 

 

Analytique  [6] 

 

FEM Method 

 

X-FEM Method 

X-IGA 

121 éléments 

X-IGA 

441 éléments 

4.75  4.68 4.71 4.7209 4.7269 

Error (%) 1.47 0.84 0.61 0.48 

 

 

Figure 7 presents the comparison of the Von Mises constraints for the finite element 

method (FEM) and the extended finite element method (X-FEM) with the new Extended 

isogeometric analysis approach implemented in the Abaqus / Standard software. We used in this 

comparison a two-dimensional half-tube with an elliptical crack located in the outer surface of 

the tube under internal pressure, the study was carried out in the linear elastic domain. The 

results obtained after the simulation show a good agreement between the X-FEM method and 

the new X-IGA approach. The difference is due to the singularity problem near the tip of the 

crack whereas the FEM method is unable to capture the stresses near the crack front. 

Simultaneously, we found that the constraints of Von Mises for the X-IGA method are 

close to the X-FEM method because of the enrichment functions already added to avoid the 

problem of the singularity of the close stresses at the crack tip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 7. The von Mises stress for the case of X-IGA, XFEM and FEM. 
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7 Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we presented the theoretical study extended isogeometric analysis X-

IGA. We also treated the formulation of the KI Constraint Intensity Factor for this new approach 

computed in the linear elastic domain in mode I, for the case of the half-tube with an elliptical 

crack. Then, we presented the steps of the implementation of the new X-IGA approach in the 

abaqus / standard software via Subroutine UEL. Finally, we carried out a comparative study 

between the new approach implemented and the other numerical methods (FEM, X-FEM) to 

study elliptic cracks. 

The new X-IGA approach implemented under the Abaqus / Standard software has been 

successfully validated by corroborating its results against analytical and numerical 

computational models. The comparison of errors, shows that the calculation error of the KI 

factor using the new X-IGA approach is less compared to the other numerical methods. 

Therefore, We conclude that the use of the new X-IGA approach to study elliptic fissures has 

proved to be reliable in the study of cracked structures including in pipelines. The reliability 

generated by the proposed method can help solve the main problems of fracture mechanics and 

provide better accuracy at an economical cost. 
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